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Pneumatic Indicating Controllers
FEA T URES

DES CR IP T ION
Model 40 Pneumatic Controllers auto-
matically position a valve or other fi nal 
control element to maintain process 
pressure or temperature at the desired 
set point. As receiving controllers, they 
can control any process variable trans-
mitted as a pneumatic signal.
 Standard models have propor-
tional band adjustments for controlling 
processes where load changes are 
infrequent and can be corrected by 

the manual reset feature, standard in 
every controller. By a simple screwdriver 
adjustment, the standard proportional 
controller can be changed to two-posi-
tion control action with adjustable 
differential gap.
 Model 40 Controllers are available 
with control modes of 100% propor-
tional, 200% proportional plus reset 
and 300% proportional plus reset plus 
rate (PID) (for processes with frequent 
load changes or temperature processes 

with transfer lags). They not only satisfy 
ordinary control requirements, but are 
equally profi cient in controlling pro-
cesses with unfavorable characteristics, 
particularly in temperature regulation.
 The basic instrument is also available 
as an indicating pneumatic transmitter. 
Mounted close to the point of measure-
ment, it transmits an air pressure signal 
proportional to the measured variable to 
another indicator, recorder or controller.

MODEL 40 PNEUMATIC INDICATING 
CONTROLLERS & TRANSMITTERS

 Quality, fl exibility, accuracy 
and dependability

 Indication of measured 
variable

 A non-bleed, high capacity 
relay with excellent stability 
and fast response

 Easy fi eld calibration

 Broad selection of control 
modes; proportional plus 
reset, proportional plus reset 
plus rate, differential gap and 
two position bypass

 Wide selection of process 
measuring elements for pres-
sure, temperature, differential 
pressure, fl ow and level

 Large, easy-to-read black 
on white dial for maximum 
resolution

 Case and door with epoxy 
powdered fi nish for environ-
mental protection
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Model 40 Pneumatic Controllers
GU IDE  T O  CO N TRO LLER  SELECT ION

TYPE OF PROCESS 
DYNAMICS

DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES
CONTROL 
REQUIRED

Capacity Lag 
Large Tank

Found when there is an appreciable 
inventory or storage of the controlled 

medium. 

Level control in process retention tanks. 
Batch heating.

On-Off differential 
gap.

Transfer Lag
Found when it is necessary to force 
corrective action through a resistive 

element before it affects the process.

Temperature control using a heat 
exchanger, especially when a 

thermometer well is used.

Proportional plus rate 
plus reset.

Instantaneous 
Response

Found when the manipulated variable is 
the same as the controlled variable or if 

they are dynamically equal.

Flow control, pressure control or liquids 
in pipelines or other vessels completely 

fi lled with the liquid.

Proportional plus 
reset.

Velocity-Distance Lag

Found when the measuring device is 
downstream of the point of corrective 

action. Equals the separating distance ÷ 
the stream velocity.

Any process control requiring reaction 
time before measurement. Any analytical 
variable control loop where the sampling 

system produces dead time.

Proportional plus 
slow reset (do not use 
rate). Eliminate dead 

time if possible.

CONT ROL  ACT I O N S
PROPORTIONAL CONTROL: This 
action provides an output signal 
proportional to the measured variable. 
Standard output pressure for control-
lers is 3-15 psi with proportional band 
adjustment of 1 to 100%. Band widths 
to 200% are also available. Outputs 
of 6-30 psi and 3-27 psi are optional. 
An index on the chassis plate of a 
controllers permits precise setting of 
band widths. Proportional control alone 
is ideal for process pressure regulation 
service (upstream) or relief service 
(downstream). Standard proportional 
controllers are recommended for most 
batch processes and a great many con-
tinuous processes where load changes 
are small or infrequent.

PROPORTIONAL PLUS RESET 
ACTION: When load changes are large 
or frequent and the process will not 
tolerate quick or drastic changes in 
control action, automatic reset is desir-
able to avoid excessive offset from the 
desired value under wideband propor-
tional control. The feedback diaphragm 
on the standard proportional controllers 
is replaced with a reset assembly. A 
standard reset needle valve offers a 
wide range of settings from 0.03 to 5.0 
minutes per repeat (optional .03 to .5 
minutes repeat available).

PROPORTIONAL CONTROL PLUS 
RESET AND RATE ACTION: The func-
tion of the three mode controller is to 
eliminate offset, increase stability and 
reduce stabilization time. This type of 
controller is used to closely control a 
process that does not involve sudden 
upsets and wide proportional band set-
tings. This unit is ideal for temperature 
control of heat exchangers, especially 
when a thermowell is used. Not de-
signed for fl ow or pressure applications. 
Reset and rate times are standard at .03 
to 5.0 minutes per repeat.

DIFFERENTIAL GAP ACTION: This is 
a two-position control mode standard 
in all Model 40 Proportional Controllers. 
The output pressure of the controller 
remains at maximum (20 psi standard) 
or minimum (0 psi) until the controlled 
measurement crosses a band or gap, 

causing the output pressure to reverse. 
The measured variable must then 
span the gap in the opposite direction 
before the output signal is restored to 
the original condition. Differential gap 
action is useful in controlling pumps 
and compressors to prevent excessive 

on-off cycling. Several controllers set in 
sequence with overlapping bands may 
be used for cutting in several stages 
of a process successively and cutting 
them out in reverse order. Gap may 
be adjusted over the full range of the 
proportional band. 

PROPORTIONAL BAND 
ADJUSTMENT

FEEDBACK 
DIAPHRAGM

PROPORTIONAL BAND 
ADJUSTMENT

RESET 
KNOB

RESET 
ASSEMBLY

PROPORTIONAL BAND 
ADJUSTMENT

RESET 
KNOB

RESET/RATE 
ASSEMBLY

RATE 
KNOB
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SPEC IF ICAT I O N S
INDICATION ACCURACY: 1% middle half of 
scale, 1-1/2% remainder. Most ranges may 
be calibrated to 1/2% accuracy at nominal 
extra charge.

SENSITIVITY: Less than 0.1% of full scale at 
100% Proportional band.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat to 400 CPM 
with 200 ft. of 1/4” tubing and 1.2 cubic inch 
capacity. Flat to 120 CPM with 18’ 3/8” tub-
ing and 200 cubic in. capacity.

CONSTRUCTION: Moving parts are de-
signed as light as possible to keep friction 
and inertia forces low. This design also 
results in higher resistance to vibration and 
shock.

MOUNTING: Surface, fl ush panel, pipe-sup-
ported or valve-mounted. For dimensions, 
see page 13.

AIR SUPPLY: 20 psi for 3-15 psi range; 
35 psi for 3-27 & 6-30 psi range; 65 psi for 
12-60 psi range. A fi lter and dripwell are 
recommended ahead of each controller to 
ensure clean, dry air supply. May be oper-
ated on natural gas or bottled CO2.

CONNECTIONS: Standard back connec-
tions are 1/4” female NPT.

MEASURING ELEMENTS: A wide range of 
precalibration measuring elements for pres-
sure and temperature are detailed on pages 
5 and 6.

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION: Each of the 
following components may be removed with-
out disturbing the other components: control 

chassis complete, precalibrated elements, 
feedback assemblies, complete relay units, or 
supply gauge only, or nozzle feed orifi ce and 
cleaner assembly only, or relay diaphragm 
housing and valve stem only-output gauge 
and tubing.

ADJUSTING WRENCH: 1/4” x 1/8” 
stored on door can be used for all 
necessary adjustments on move-
ment, pointers and nozzle.

SHROUD: Anodized aluminum 
shroud brightens dial area for 
greater visibility under adverse 
lighting conditions.

CASE: Cast aluminum with dust ledge 
and deep weatherproof gaskets, captive 
stainless hinge pins and latch shaft, 
rectangular glass. Optional gas-tight 
construction with case tapped for 1/2” 
pipe vent. For high-pressure applica-
tions, shatter-proof glass and blowout 
grommets are available. Anodize is 
available for maximizing corrosion 
resistance.

FINISH: Die-cast aluminum with 
semi-fl at black powdered epoxy 
fi nish.

DIAL: Large, easy-to-read black 
on white dial face with full 7” 
scale for maximum resolution.

RELAYS: Non-bleed, high capacity 
relay is standard on all controllers. 
Bleed rate of less than 0.1 SCFM at 9 
psi output and the capacity to deliver 
over 3.0 SCFM result in exceptionally 
stable, fast responding controller. May 
be easily dismantled for cleaning with-
out disturbing factory-set adjustments. 
Anodize is available for maximizing 
corrosion resistance.

PROPORTIONAL BAND ADJUST-
MENT: Adjustable by screwdriver within 
90 degree quadrant indicated on dial. 
For available band widths and control 
options, consult factory.

PROCESS INDICATIONS: Black 
adjustable pointer on 3-1/2” precision 
gauge dial (7” scale length). Readily 
adjusted to compensate for hydrostatic 
heads in piping.

MOVEMENT: Micrometer range 
adjustment plus adjustable sector 
and link for scale-shape calibration 
of both indicating and set point 
mechanisms provide easy fi eld 
calibration.

SET-POINT ADJUST: Internal or 
external available.

NOZZLE: Specifi cally designed for 
increased stability of pneumatic 
circuit, nickel silver nozzle can be 
turned on turret to reverse control 
action. 0.018” bore.

ORIFICE: Sapphire 
0.008” bore with integral 
pushbutton cleaner.

FEAT URES
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FEAT URES
Reliability—highly essential, 
since a transmitter must oper-
ate for extended periods in 
inaccessible places without 
attention.

Sensitivity and freedom 
from deadband—an abso-
lute requirement, since the 
transmitter constitutes the 
fi rst instrument in the control 
loop.

High accuracy and repeat-
ability—mandatory for 
consistency and control 
stability.

Measuring elements—
ranges and materials are 
same as those for indicating 
controllers, however, the 
element assemblies are not 
interchangeable between 
controllers and transmitters.

Stabilized pneumatic 
circuit—output signal is sta-
bilized with all combinations 
of output capacity or load and 
transmission line resistance. 
Changes in air supply pres-
sure to the transmitter have 
a negligible effect on the 
output.

Model 40 Pneumatic Transmitters

Accuracy—measurement 
to output—within 1% of full 
scale on indicating transmit-
ters; 0.5% on most ranges of 
indicating transmitters avail-
able at extra charge.

Feedback assembly—a dia-
phragm capsule of Ni-Span C 
provides precise follow-up 
to maintain exact transmitter 
calibration.

Air supply and output pres-
sure—20 psi supply pressure 
and an output pressure range 
of 3-15 psi are standard. 
Other special ranges, as an 
example, 6-30 psi with a 35 
psi supply pressure, are avail-
able. A fi lter and drip-well are 
recommended ahead of each 
transmitter, to ensure a clean, 
dry air supply.

DES CR IP T ION
The Model 40 Pneumatic Transmitter is 
designed to sense temperature or pres-
sure and transmit an air signal which is 
precisely proportional to the measured 
variable. This output signal from the 
transmitter may be fed to any remotely 
located monitoring, recording or control 
instrument.
 Model 40 Pneumatic Transmitters 
insure increased safety by eliminating 
the need for piping high-pressure, 
toxic, corrosive, infl ammable or other 

dangerous fl uids or gases through the 
plant. The substitution or instrument air 
for process fl uid between transmitter 
and receiver also eliminates the need 
for long capillary tubing for temperature 
measurement.
 Model 40 Transmitters provide an 
added convenience, in that operation 
of a single transmitter with its high 
capacity relay can be used to actuate a 
number of receivers for indication, re-
cording or control at a number of points 

throughout a plant. Also, transmitters 
measuring many different variables 
provide standard 3-15 psi output 
signals, thereby reducing all variables to 
common readout devices and simplify-
ing centralized panelboards and control 
stations.
 Model 40 Transmitters are designed, 
in physical appearance, to match the 
Indicating Pneumatic Controllers. 

MODEL 40 PNEUMATIC 
TRANSMITTERS
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PRESSURE
“C” TYPE BOURDON TUBES: Model 40 
Pneumatic Controllers and Transmitters are 
furnished with precalibrated “C” type bour-
don tube measuring elements. The wide, 
powerful Bourdon tube is carefully drawn, 
coiled and heat-treated to ensure a precise 
measuring element, permanent in calibration, 
and having exceptional overrange capacity. 
Phosphor bronze tubes are soft-soldered 
into cast brass sockets. Stainless steel ele-
ments are inert gas welded to provide maxi-
mum corrosion resistance. Standard ranges 
are listed in Table 1.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CAPSULE: 
The differential pressure element used in the 
Model 40 controller is available in ranges 
from 10” W.C. to 400 psi with static working 
pressure to 3,000 psi (Table 2). The basic unit 
incorporates a high and low pressure bellows 
connected to a center plate. When two dif-
ferent pressures are applied to the high and 
low side the high pressure bellows contracts, 
forcing the fi ll fl uid through the center plate 

Precalibrated Measuring Elements

LEFT, “C” TYPE BOURDON TUBES; CENTER, DIAPHRAGM 
ELEMENTS; RIGHT, SLACK DIAPHRAGM

into the low pressure bellows which expands. 
The motion of the low pressure bellows is 
transmitted via a temperature compensated 
linkage to the instrument output shaft.

DIAPHRAGM: Low pressure controllers 
and transmitters are offered with a standard 
diaphragm measuring element comprised 
of stacked capsules of Ni-Span C or stain-
less steel. Diaphragm capsules are made of 
two contoured plates with nested corruga-
tions and silver-brazed, or welded edges. 
They have a long working stroke, yet occupy 
minimum space. A sturdy element with large 
effective area, this design provides friction-
free operation and precise indication. The 
constant thermal elastic characteristic of 
Ni-Span C practically eliminates thermal shift 
with wide variation in ambient temperatures. 
Welded type 316 stainless steel diaphragms 
are also offered for the ranges indicated 
in Table 3. Diaphragm elements are inter-
changeable with bourdon and temperature 
elements.

SLACK DIAPHRAGMS: Extremely low 
gauge pressures are measured and con-
trolled by molded Buna N slack diaphragm 
elements (Table 4).
 Low differential pressures such as en-
countered in air fl ow and draft applications 
are measured by molded Buna N slack dia-
phragm elements. Elements are also used in 
extremely low compound pressure ranges 
and vacuum range transmitters and con-
trollers. Differential measurements at static 
pressures as high as 15 psi can be made.

ELEMENT 
RANGE

PHOS 
BRONZE

316 SS

0-30” Hg VAC

0-13 to 0-17 PSI

0-25 to 0-35

0-50 to 0-70

0-85 to 0-110

0-150 to 0-180 —

0-190 to 0-230

0-250 to 0-350

0-350 to 0-450 —

0-450 to 0-550 —

0-550 to 0-700 —

0-700 to 0-900 —

0-900 to 0-1200 —

0-1200 to 0-1700 —

0-1700 to 0-2300 —

0-2300 to 0-3000 —

Compound range available. Consult your representative.
= Available elements

Table 1. Bourdon Tube Ranges/Materials

METER BODY RANGES AVAILABLE

SWP (PSI) MATERIAL 316 S.S. BELLOWS BE CU BELLOWS

500 Brass 0-100 psi to 0-400 psi 0-30” W.C. to 0-400 psi

500 316 S.S. 0-30” W.C. to 0-400 psi 0-30” W.C. to 0-400 psi

1,000 Brass — 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi

1,000 316 S.S. 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi

1,500 Steel or 316 S.S. 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi

3,000 Steel or 316 S.S. 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi 0-60” W.C. to 0-400 psi

6,000 Steel or 316 S.S. 0-70” W.C. to 0-400 psi 0-70” W.C. to 0-400 psi

10,000 Alloy steel (4140) 0-100” W.C. to 0-400 psi 0-100” W.C. to 0-400 psi
*Absolute pressure ranges available from 100” W.C. to 400 psi.
NOTE: Consult factory for additional ranges.

Table 2. Differential Pressure Element Ranges/Materials

ELEMENT RANGE
NI-SPAN 

C
316 SS

0-50 to 0-60” —

0-66 to 0-105” —

0-90 to 0-110” —

0-110 to 0-160” —

0-120 to 0-160” —

0-6 to 0-8 PSI —

0-8 to 0-11 PSI —

0-9 to 0-12 PSI —

0-11 to 0-13.5 PSI —

0-15, 0-30” Hg VAC —

3-15 PSI

= Available 

Table 3. Diaphragm Ranges/Materials

RANGE
INCHES H2O

PRESSURE
PRESSURE 

DIFFERENTIAL

0-4.5 to 0-8.4

0-8.5 to 14.5

0-14.6 to 0-24.9

0-25 to 0-43.9

0-44 to 0-80

= Available 

Table 4. Low Pressure Diaphragm Ranges
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AUT OM AT IC /MAN UAL  
FUN CT ION
This option allows the process to be 
controlled automatically or manually 
with provision for bumpless transfer. 
A 3-way valve in the nozzle line permits 
automatic or manual control of instru-
ment output using a pressure regulator 
mounted on top of the relay. Bumpless 
transfer is facilitated by a differential 

TEMP ERAT URE
All temperature measuring elements are 
interchangeable with bourdon tube and 
metal diaphragm elements. The basic 
unit is provided with fi ve feet of armored 
capillary and a plain bulb, however, 
bulbs, capillary and connection are 
available in a variety of materials.

MERCURY*: Mercury fi lled elements 
are all-welded, all-stainless steel 
units which provide a uniform sealed 
instrument over all temperature spans. 
The mercury provides a high order of 
repeatability and responsiveness.
Class VB, Case Compensated: Suit-
able for capillary lengths up to 20 feet.
Class VA, Case and Line Compensat-
ed: Capillary is self-compensating for 
ambient temperature changes. Can be 
used for lengths up to 100 feet without 
excessive error.

GAS: These elements utilize a powerful 
low hysteresis beryllium copper bour-
don tube, copper connecting capillary 
and all-stainless steel bulb. For gas 
elements in ranges above 600°F, stain-
less capillary is used.
Class III, Gas Actuated (nitrogen): 
Provides linear scale for relatively long 
spans of temperature (minimum span 

Precalibrated Measuring Elements

400°F). Bulb size is kept large enough 
to reduce ambient temperature variation 
errors to small values.

ORGANIC LIQUID (TOLUENE): Liquid 
fi lled elements utilize a compact high 
torque beryllium copper helix. Provides 
linear scale for short spans. Ideal when 

pressure indicator which responds to 
very low pressure differentials. This 
makes it possible to closely match 
regulator pressure to nozzle pressure. 
With this system, controller output air 
is used for manual control. Air delivery 
and control response are the same for 
manual and automatic modes.

Optional Indicating Controller Features

LEFT, MERCURY FILLED ELEMENT; CENTER, GAS FILLED 
ELEMENT; RIGHT, ORGANIC LIQUID FILLED ELEMENT

ACTUATION CLASS
TEMPERATURE LIMITS MIN. 

PRACTICAL 
SPAN

STD. BULB 
DIAMETER 

(Y)

MAX. LENGTH 
OF CAPILLARYOC OF

MERCURY*
VB -40 to 649 -40 to 1000 25°C/45°F 1/2” 20’

VA -40 to 649 -40 to 1000 25°C/45°F 1/2” 100’

ORGANIC
LIQUID

IB -73 to 204 -40 to 400 9°C/17°F 1/4” 5’

IA -73 to 204 -40 to 400 9°C/17°F 1/4” 100’

GAS III -73 to 538 0 to 1000 204°C/400°F 3/4” 100’

mercury is objectionable for toxicity 
danger, or bulb space is limited.
Class 1B, Case Compensated: Suit-
able for line lengths up to 5 feet without 
excessive error.
Class 1A, Fully Compensated: Utilizes 
a second element less bulb which cor-
rects for temperature changes along 
line and at case. Permits use of organic 
fi lled elements for line lengths up to 100 
feet.

ARMOR: Flexible Spiral Armor—Double 
interlocked spiral armor is 1/4” diam-
eter, provides excellent mechanical 
protection for the capillary connecting 
tubing. Type 302 or 304 stainless steel.

DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE INDICATOR

TRANSFER
TOGGLE SWITCH

* NOTICE: Pursuant to 40 CFR Section 372 (SARA III) this product contains mercury.
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Model 40 Temperature Bulbs and Connections
MERCURY ACTUATED* ORGANIC LIQUID ACTUATED

TEMPERATURE SPAN
APPROX. LENGTH OF BULBS P2, P4 BULBS 

(X DIMENSION)
TEMPERATURE SPAN

APPROX. 
LENGTH OF 

BULBS P2, P4 
BULBS 

(X DIMENSION)°F °C 600°F MAX. 900°F MAX. 1200°F MAX. °F °C

45 - 55 25 - 30 5.69 9.13 — 17 - 20 9 - 11 9.22

56 - 61 31 - 33 5.00 7.95 — 21 - 25 12 - 13 7.17

62 - 70 34 - 38 4.41 6.98 — 26 - 28 14 - 15 6.31

71 - 80 39 - 44 3.91 6.17 — 29 - 33 16 - 18 5.59

81 - 92 45 - 51 3.47 5.44 — 34 - 39 19 - 21 4.97

93 - 107 52 - 59 3.08 4.76 — 40 - 45 22 - 25 4.42

108 - 124 60 - 68 2.73 4.28 — 46 - 52 26 - 29 3.94

125 - 143 69 - 79 2.44 3.72 — 53 - 61 30 - 33 3.52

144 - 164 80 - 91 2.19 3.30 4.58 62 - 69 34 - 38 3.16

165 - 189 92 - 105 1.97 2.94 4.11 70 - 81 39 - 45 2.84

190 - 218 106 - 121 1.78 2.63 3.66 82 - 93 46 - 51 2.56

219 - 251 122 - 139 1.61 2.34 3.30 94 - 107 52 - 59 2.34

252 - 287 140 - 159 1.47 2.13 2.98 108 - 123 60 - 68 2.13

288 - 331 160 - 183 1.34 1.91 2.70 124 - 145 69 - 80 1.94

332 - 380 184 - 211 1.23 1.73 2.50 146 - 170 81 - 94 1.75

381 - 434 212 - 242 1.14 1.56 2.28 171 - 195 95 - 108 1.61

435 - 497 242 - 280 1.06 1.42 2.06 196 - 205 109 - 113 1.53

498 - 531 281 - 322 1.00 1.31 1.89 206 - 237 114 - 131 1.45

532 - 667 323 - 370 0.91 1.22 1.75 238 - 277 132 - 153 1.36

668 - 766 371 - 425 — 1.13 1.62 278 - 328 154 - 182 1.28

767 - 877 426 - 487 — 1.03 1.52 329 - 385 183 - 218 1.20

878 - 922 488 - 512 — — — 386 - 460 214 - 255 1.13

878 - 999 488 - 555 — 0.97 1.44 461 - 500 256 - 278 1.08

1000 - 1096 556 - 609 — — 1.34 — — —

BULB  T YP ES
Extension diameters (B) are: 1/4” (std.) 
bendable, 3/16” fl exible and 3/8” rigid. 
Standard extension length (J) is 12”. 
Adjustable union (P4) supplied with 12” 
extension unless otherwise specifi ed.
NOTE: X dimensions given in table above. Y dimensions 
given in table on opposite page.

* NOTICE: Pursuant to 40 CFR Section 372 (SARA III) this product contains mercury.
NOTE: Gas Actuated Systems: P2 & P4 bulbs for all temperature spans are .760 dia., 7.75 long. (inches)

UN I ON  B U SH INGS
Union bushings are available in brass, 
303 stainless steel and 316 stainless 
steel.

THER MOWEL L S
Standard U lengths are 2-1/2, 5, 8, 11, 
17 or 23 inches. Built-up wells in brass 
and 347 stainless steel are available in 
all above lengths. Bored thermowells in 
type 316 stainless steel and Monel are 
also available.

When using P-4 Bulb with a thermowell dimension X + J on thermal system 
must exceed E dimension of the well plus any lagging extension by 2 inches.

P4-ADJUSTABLE UNION SEAT
(ALL ACTUATIONS)

P2-PLAIN WITH EXTENSION
(ALL ACTUATIONS)

X

Y

Y

Z

J

X J

B

STANDARD

LAGGING

Z

C

2.5"

C = 1/2, 3/4, OR 1 IN. NPT
Z = 7/8 IN.—18 N.F.  Gas  
  5/8 IN.—18 N.F.  All Other

C

C

Z

U 1.0"

U 2.5" 
LAGGING EXT.

STANDARD

LAGGING

1/2, 3/4, OR 1 IN. NPT
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DES CR IP T ION
The Model 40 Controller-Positioner 
combines in one compact unit the func-
tions of (a)—an indicating pneumatic 
controller for pressure, temperature 
or any pneumatically transmitted 
variable, and (b)—a valve positioner 
which amplifi es air power to position a 
pneumatically operated control valve 
accurately and rapidly.
 There are several advantages to the 
Controller-Positioner over two separate 
units—

It is located close to the 
process and directly on 
the valve for fast, accurate 
response

It needs only one air supply 
and thus reduces installation 
and maintenance costs

It mounts readily on all 
standard diaphragm valves 
and other pneumatic 
actuators

It saves space required for a 
second instrument

It is low in initial cost as well 
as maintenance and operating 
costs

 This instrument accurately positions 
the valve in response to changes in 
measured variable as small as 0.1% full 
scale. It ensures rapid valve response 
even through full travel and results in 
economies through use of smaller top-
works. Instead of pneumatic feedback 
from valve stem position, the instrument 
employs mechanical feedback to the 
controller through a lever system. Thus 
the valve is forced to assume a precise 
position proportional to the controlled 
variable.
 The unit includes a high-capacity, 
non-bleed relay providing more rapid 
and accurate positioning. By means 
of a unique valve stem take-off, the 
Controller-Positioner will actuate any 

diaphragm motor valve with stem trav-
els from 3/8” to 4” in any combination 
of stem direction and air-to-open or 
air-to-close topworks. A rear mounting 
pad provides for the vertical location of 
the instrument on virtually all makes and 
sizes of diaphragm motor operators.
 The standard Controller-Positioner 
operates on any air supply pressure 
from 20 to as high as 65 psi and is 

Model 40 Pilot Positioner

MODEL 40 PILOT POSITIONER

available with 1-75% Proportional 
Control or 1-75% Differential Gap 
Action—with easy fi eld reversibility. 
It may be actuated by any of the mea-
suring elements described on pages 
5 and 6 (except slack diaphragms or 
DP capsules), or it may be used as a 
pneumatic received in conjunction with 
a distantly located Indicating Pneumatic 
Transmitter.
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D IME NS IONS

INDICATING CONTROLLER    

SLACK DIAPHRAGM CONTROLLER
(Not available valve mounted)   

VALVE MOUNTING
(Optional)   

PIPE MOUNTING
(Optional)   

8.56
(217.4)

8.56
(217.4)

4.28
(108.7)

4.28
(108.7)

5.12
(130.0)

2.56
(65.0)

1/2 IN. NPT  
(FEMALE)
GAS VENT

1/4 IN. NPT  
(FEMALE)

CONNECTION

1/4 IN. NPT  
(FEMALE)

CONNECTION

.84
(21.3)

2.18
(55.4)

1.37
(34.8)

1.62
(41.1)

2.50 
(63.5)

1.00
(25.4)

PROCESS

SUPPLY

OUTPUT

4.25
(107.9)8.50

(215.9)

2 HOLES

.31 
(7.9)DIA.

4.56
(115.8)

.78
(19.8)

5.50
(139.7)

4.81
(122.2)

7.50
(190.5)

7.50
(190.5)

1/4 IN. NPT  
-HP (FEMALE)

.56
(14.2)

1.68
(42.7)

1/4 IN. NPT  
-LP (FEMALE)
FOR D/P ONLY

1.78
(45.2)

PANEL
CUTOUT

.50
(12.7)

RAD. MAX.

PANEL MOUNTING
0 MIN. - 1.03 MAX. 
(0 MIN. - 26.2 MAX.)

STANDARD
MOUNTING
(SURFACE 
& PANEL)

3.03
(76.9)

VALVE & WALL 
MOUNTING

.75
(19.0)

.62
(15.7)

1.53
(38.8)

6.81
(172.9)

TO FIT ON 
2 IN. PIPE

CASECL

CASECL

BRACKETCL
2.25

(57.2)

2.25
(57.2)

2.25
(57.2)

1.12
(28.4) 1.75

(44.5)

1.75
(44.5)

.31 
(7.9)DIA.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CONTROLLER    

1/4 IN. NPT 
PRESURE

CONNECTIONS (2)

1/4 IN. NPT PRESURE
CONNECTIONS (4)

OUTPUT 
1/4 IN. NPT 

SUPPLY
1/4 IN. NPT 

SUPPLY
1/4 IN. 
NPT 

LP HP

LP HP

OUTPUT 
1/4 IN. NPT 

BARTON 199
BARTON 224

FOR BRASS UNITS ONLY

CASECL
D/PCLCASECL

D/PCL

4 HOLES

.38 
(9.7)DIA.

2.81
(71.4)

2.31
(58.7)

1.04
(26.4)

2.81
(71.4)

3.62
(92.0)

1.66
(42.2)

2.00
(50.8)

4.14
(105.2)

2.30
(58.4)

2.12
(53.9)

2 IN. NPT

3.88
(98.6)

.97
(24.6)

IN
(MM)

IN
(MM)
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Pneumatic Indicating Controllers & Transmitters
ORDE R ING  IN FO RMAT I O N

MODEL 40 PRESSURE INSTRUMENTS

MODEL 40 (Calibrated span and units 
of measurement)

OPTIONS
AB = External Set Point Knob
AC = Overrange Stop (Element Type B, 

D, J only)
AD = Air Filter, Regulator & Drip Well
AG = Shatterproof Glass
AH = Blowout Grommet
AI = External Reset Connection
AM = Metal Tags
AP = Vented Case (1/2” NPT)
AR = Special Calibration
AW = Fast Reset Valve
BH = Pipe Mounting Bracket
BI = Valve & Wall Mounting Bracket
BK = Wall Mounting Bracket
BL = Supply Gauge
BR = Blank Shroud
OX = Cleaned for Oxygen Service
— = Custom Scale
DQ = Anodized Case, Door, Relay

ENG. UNITS OR DIAL NO.

MULTIPLIER & UNITS
0 x 1 psi
1 x 10 psi
2 x 100 psi
3 x 1000 psi
5 x 1 In. Water
6 x 10 In. Water

ELEMENT RANGE
Enter fi rst 2 digits of desired span so 
that it gives the desired span when 
multiplied by the multiplier and the unit 
of measure.
Examples:
0 to 100 psi span is 101 (10 x 10 psi)
3 to 15 psi span is 120 (12 x 1 psi)

CONTROL MODE
1 = 200% Prop. & Reset
2 = 100% Prop.
3 = 200% Prop.
5 = 75% Prop. (Positioner only)
7 = 300% PID (3/15 psi only)

OUTPUT
1 = 3/15 psi
2 = 3/27 psi
3 = 6/30 psi
5 = 12/60 psi (Prop. only)

INSTRUMENT TYPE
B = Contr. W/2 Pos. By-Pass (not with 

PID)
K = Controller
P = Pilot Positioner (75% Prop. 12/60 

Out Only)
T = Transmitter (100% Prop. Only) 

3/15 or 3/27 psi only

ELEMENT TYPE
B = Bourdon Tube
C = Barton #199 (Consult Factory)
D = Metal Diaphragm (Press.)
E = Metal Diaphragm (0-30 in. Hg Vac, 

Ni Span C only
F = Slack Diaph. (D/P or Center 0)
I = Barton #224 (Consult Factory)
J = Metal Diaph. (Suppressed Zero)
R = Indicating Level
S = Slack Diaph. (Pressure)

ELEMENT MATERIAL
0 = No Element
1 = Bronze
3 = St. Stl. (316)
5 = Ni Span C
7 = Buna N
S = Special
8 = Buna N (Center 0)
9 = C or I Element Type
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ORDE R ING  IN FO RMAT I O N

CONTROL MODE
1 = 200% Prop. & Reset
2 = 100% Prop.
3 = 200% Prop.
5 = 75% Prop. (Positioner Only)
7 = 300% PID (3/15 PSI Only)

OUTPUT
1 = 3/15 PSI
2 = 3/27 PSI
3 = 6/30 PSI
5 = 12/60 PSI (Prop. Only)

INSTRUMENT TYPE
B = Contr. W/2 Pos. By-Pass (not 

with PID)
K = Controller
P = Pilot Positioner (75% Prop.)
T = Transmitter (100% Prop. Only) 

3/15  or 3/27 psi only

ELEMENT TYPE (CLASS)
M = Standard Hg* Actuated (VB)
M = Comp., Hg* Actuated (VA)
N = Suppressed Range, Std., Hg* 

Actuated (VB)
N = Suppressed Range, Comp., Hg* 

Actuated (VA)
G = Standard, Gas Actuated (111)
O = Organic Liquid (1B)
P = Organic Liquid W/ Suppressed 

Range (1B)
T = Fully Compensated, Organic 

Liquid (1A)
U = Suppressed Range, Comp. 

Organic Liquid (1A)

BULB STYLE
2 = Plain W/Extension P-2
4 = Adjustable Union P-4

ARMOR TYPE
1 = 302 St. Stl. Armor (1/4”)
6 = Compensated Cap. W/302 St. 

Stl. Armor (for longer than 20’ 
Hg* actuated and longer than 5’ 
Organic Liquid

EXTENSION TYPE
3 = Flexible (3/16” Dia.)
4 = Bendable Std. (1/4” Dia.)

OPTIONS
AB = External Set Point Knob
AD = Air Filter, Regulator & Drip Well
AG = Shatterproof Glass
AH = Blowout Grommet
AI = External Reset Connection
AM = Metal Tags
AP = Vented Case (1/2” NPT)
AR = Special Calibration
AW = Fast Reset Valve
BH = Pipe Mounting Bracket
BI = Valve & Wall Mounting Bracket
BK = Wall Mounting Bracket
BL = Supply Gauge
BR = Blank Shroud
— = Custom Scale
DQ = Anodized Case, Door, Relay

RANGE & UNITS (°F OR °C)

EXTENSION LENGTH
D = 6”
F = 12”
G = 18”
X = Special

CAPILLARY LENGTH
A = 5’
B = 10’
C = 15’
D = 20’
E = 25’
F = 30’
H = 40’
J = 50’
L = 60’
N = 70’
P = 80’
R = 90’
T = 100’
U = 110’
V = 125’
W = 150’
X = Special

BULB DIAMETER
3 = 1/4” (Organic Liquid)
5 = 1/2” Max. Temp. 600°F (Hg)
6 = 1/2” Max. Temp. 900°F (Hg)
7 = 1/2” Above 900°F (Hg)
9 = 3/4” (Gas) 400° Min. Span

MODEL 40 TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTS

MODEL 40 (Calibrated span and units 
of measurement)

* NOTICE: Pursuant to 40 CFR Section 372 (SARA III) this product contains mercury.
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Other Products
Also available are a complete line of 
transmitters and transducers, ultra high 
purity products, pneumatic controllers 
and level instrumentation. Please visit 
our website at www.ametekusg.com or 
call Customer Service at 215-355-6900.




